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“The CIA owns everyone of any significance in the major media.”

      — William Colby, former CIA Director (excerpt from targetedjustice.com)

As allegedly told to her by a family member with the CIA: “The mainstream media was 
taken over by the CIA after Watergate because there was no way in hell that would happen 
again.” — Bovat, Sharyn. (2015). “DOD Whistleblower Talks About CIA Protecting Nazis” 
and controlling US media. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kxclTu74bM

(“See, we protected CIA Nazis …. We actually protected a Nazi family … they had a room 
with Nazi portraits, and they had a kid … he’s now an executive with a major hotel chain, 
and the US government funded him to go to Columbia University ... a little frustrating for 
me when I had a student loan ... and all the Nazi kids get free college …. Why did we give 
the Nazi grandkids college? I think that was stupid, but … we needed some of them to be 
South American dictators … Yeah, we did a lot of Nazi sh*t.”)

And “took over” US media, tortured US citizens incessantly on US soil, were complicit in 
about ever major domestic terrorist event — that’s the US “intelligence” community.

Briefly on New York Times

A brief personal note: I wrote two letters to the New York Times about two decades ago: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2001/05/25/opinion/l-the-secret-to-being-happier-if-not-richer-
480258.html  and https://www.nytimes.com/2000/07/31/opinion/l-a-tax-that-seems-to-hit-a-
nerve-455687.html About 5 years ago I wrote the NYT multiple times, along the lines: “The 2000 
comment is embarrassing as it seems to refer to myself as wealthy when I had others in mind .... I 
asked you to delete my 2000 comment online; absent that, I asked you to modify my 2000 byline 
online to ‘Anonymous’ or, consistent with my 2001 byline ….” Reply to the request: none besides 
form letters acknowledging receipt. Does that reflect targeted individual or standard disregard? 

More consequentially, the New York Times ignored disclosure of targeted individual torture by the
NSA and CIA — only later I learned that CIA personnel bragged about controlling such media.

Beyond the boast, media disregard of blatant torture operations on US soil involving the US Air 
Force, NSA, CIA, DHS, FBI, Senate, House and White House renders the front-page editors and 
columnists on “defense,” “security” and “intelligence” sectors complicit in US-sponsored crimes 
against tortured targeted individuals on US soil in the manner of a contemporary Nazi regime.

Television Hosts: Complicit or Bamboozled?

How many leading media figures go to bed each night with the knowledge that they are “owned” 
assets of a criminal covert sector, and how many are merely bamboozled? 

Chris Cuomo, for example, described chest pain on CNN exactly as targeted individuals experience
it from DEW (directed energy weapons) with a side effect of impaired respiration as reported in 
NP Zalyubovskaya’s “Biological Effect of Millimeter Waves” (1977, declassified by CIA in 2012):
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“The goal of the present investigations consisted in study of the physiological and 
biochemical processes lying at the basis of the changes which occur in animals as a result 
of the effect of radiowaves in the range of 5 – 8 mm [37.5 – 60 GHz] ….

“The irradiation inhibited the oxygen consumption rate by the mitochondria of those 
organs in the active phosphorylating state and slowed down the rate of respiration upon 
exhaustion of the ATP. In the liver and kidneys of irradiated animals the intensity of 
phosphorylation decreased by 64%, the values of the respiratory controls decreased ….

“Evidently the reduction of the general energy level occurring in the organism under the 
influence of millimeter radiowaves had an effect on the formation of macroergs and 
caused a suppression of all functions of the organism ….

“Thus the conducted investigations indicate high biological activity and an unfavorable 
influence of millimeter radiowaves on the organism.”

In 1997 the US FCC reported a “60 GHz oxygen absorption peak for all elevation angles” and yet 
later authorized 60 GHz routers beyond cellular (5G) communications. Imagine these placed by 
beds of patients gasping for air. How would 60 GHz frequency emissions be authorized by FCC 
and politicians without media backlash? A cynic replies that all are in on painful depopulation. 
Alternative explanations include: … Bueller? Bueller? 

Broadcasters: Subliminally Targeted

While heavily targeted individuals experience painful electromagnetic assault, targeting 
operations often start with sleep deprivation, foundation of covert torture methods and of 
subliminal messaging operations by the grossly misnamed US National Security Agency (NSA).

Beyond exhibiting exhaustion characteristic of sleep-depriving NSA subliminal messaging 
campaigns, among leading television hosts appeared to be targeted by such operations, to a 
limited degree, based on gestures that appear instinctive yet are hallmarks of the campaigns. 
Whether or not “CIA-owned,” media participants appear to have been subliminally targeted.

(I wr0te limited degree because in standard “Nazi Subliminal Assailant” targeted individual 
operations, NSA goals include to destroy a citizen’s life, isolate the targeted individual including 
by covertly sabotaging communications, and bombard the target with insincere people until the TI
breaks down and converts to faith only in Jesus, which the NSA pretends to be in voice or dreams, 
guiding the TI like a marionette. See Will Filer’s 1999 “NSA Mind Control and Psyops.”) 

Media and Politicians: Zero Leadership

Leading US media and politicians have shown zero leadership in remedying targeted individual 
(TI) torture operations emanating from the NSA, CIA, US Air Force, DARPA and leading military 
contractors, eased by DHS fusion centers, enabled by the FBI and Northcom, overseen by ODNI 
and Congress, authorized by the White House. There is no question as to their illegality, starting 
with violating 4th Amendment rights to be secure in one’s person (including brain) against 
searches necessary to localize a target for in-residence electromagnetic assault or individualized 
subliminal messaging, thereby violating 18 USC § 241 – 242 notwithstanding any legislation or 
executive order to the contrary since 1803 (Marbury v Madison). This is an abject failure.
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